Using improved analytical programming algorithm for effort estimation in software engineering
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Abstract. This paper evaluates the usage of improved analytical programming algorithm for software effort estimation. The new model was generated by improved analytical programming and it was tested and compared with Karner’s model to assess its properties. Least Absolute Deviation and random sub-sampling cross validation were used to assess the reliability to this experiment. The experimental results shows that the new model generated by analytical programming outperforms the Karner’s equation about 40 %. Moreover, this work shows that improved analytical programming algorithm is feasible method for calibrating Use Case Points method. All results were evaluated by standard approach: visual inspection and statistical significance testing.

1 Introduction

Effort estimation is the activity of predicting the amount of effort required to complete a software development project [1]. The reason for this research is to find effective method, which helps to project managers estimate effort more accurately. Accurate and consistent predictions are crucial point in project management for effective planning, monitoring and controlling the software development cycle. Project managers also used these predictions for better management decisions.

There are a great deal of factors which influencing the final prediction; for instance, the size of development team, used programming language, the complexity of requirements and other factors. One of the most substantial factor is human factor. In this point of view, the use of artificial intelligence could be a promising way for effort estimation in software engineering. Nowadays, using of artificial intelligence is very common in this research field. Hence, in this article the method of improved analytical programming for effort estimation is investigated.

In recent time we published study that examined a selection of fitness function for analytical programming and it was found that the best fitness functions are LAD, MSE and very common MMRE [2]. Therefore, in this work we use a LAD as accuracy measurement. This article is evolution of the published study [3]. In this article we investigated the one specific model from generated population. However, there were no statistical evidence of the better accuracy. This paper provides the comparison of Karner’s model with models generated by the improved analytical programming algorithm [4]. In our best knowledge no previous study has investigated this improved analytical programming algorithm on real world dataset. Therefore, this study makes a major contribution to research of Use Case Points method, while the improved analytical programming algorithm is used.

2 Related work

Despite of a great deal of effort of scientists and software engineers, there is still no optimal and effective method for every software project. Some work has been done to enhance the effort estimation based on the Use Case Points method. These enhancements cover the review and calibrating the productivity factor such as the work of Subriadi et al. [5]. Another enhancement could be the construction investigation and simplification of the Use Case Points method presented by Ochodek et al. [6]. The recent work of Silhavy et al. [7] suggest a new approach “automatic complexity estimation based on requirements”, which is partly based on Use Case Points method. Very promising way is a research of Kocaguneli et al. [8], this paper shows, that ensemble of effort estimation methods could provide better results than a single estimator.

2.1 The Use Case Points method

This effort estimation method was presented in 1993 by Gustav Karner[9]. It is based on a similar principle to the function point method. Project managers have to estimate the project parameters to four tables. These tables are as follows:

- Unadjusted Use Case Weight (UUCW)
- Unadjusted Actor Weight (UAW)
- Technical Complexity Factor (TCF)
- Environmental Complexity Factor (ECF)
Due to the aims of this paper, the detailed description of well known Use Case Point method basic principles is insignificant and hence omitted. Please refer to [9], [2] for more detailed description of the Use Case Point method.

2.2 Differential evolution

Differential evolution is an optimization algorithm introduced by Storn and Price in 1995, [10]. This optimization method is an evolutionary algorithm based on population, mutation and recombination. Differential evolution is easy to implement and has only four parameters which need to be set. The parameters are: Generations, NP, F and Cr. The Generations Parameter determines the number of generations; the NP Parameter is the population size; the F Parameter is the weighting factor; and the Cr Parameter is the crossover probability [11]. In this research, the differential evolution is used as an individual generator for analytical programming.

2.3 Analytical programming

Analytical programming (AP), is a symbolic regression method. The core of analytical programming is a set of functions and operands. These mathematical objects are used for the synthesis of a new function. Every function in the analytical programming set core has its own varying number of parameters. The functions are sorted according to these parameters into General Function Sets (GFS). For example, $GFS_{1par}$ contains functions that have only 1 parameter – e.g. $\sin()$, $\cos()$, or other functions. AP must be used with any evolutionary algorithm that consists of a population of individuals for its run [12], [13]. In this paper, we use improved analytical programming algorithm which is described in [4].

3 Problem statement

In this section the design of the research question is provided and can be outlined as follows:

- **RQ-1:** Analysing the effectiveness of models synthesised by improved analytical programming algorithm with Karner’s model.

The research question (RQ-1) aims to obtain an insight on the estimation accuracy of improved analytical programming algorithm and understand the actual effectiveness of this technique with respect to the estimates by standard Use Case Points method. For this reason, the productivity factor will be set to the standard value of 20. Then the estimates will be calculated by improved analytical programming algorithm and then compared with standard Use Case Points method. One sample t-test and descriptive statistics is utilised to assess the statistical evidence of the effectiveness of this technique.

4 Experiment planning

The proposed experiment can be seen in the Figure 1. In this experiment we used repeated random sub-sampling cross validation. In one loop was generated one equation which was then verified on the rest of the dataset. The process begins with a cycle that loops through the 100 random sub-samples. In the data preparation loop, the random sub-sampling cross validation was used to split the dataset into two distinct sets (training set 60 % and testing set 40 %). In the second loop, the differential evolution process starts to generate an initial population. Analytical programming then uses this initial population to synthesize a new function with constants resolved. After that, the new function is evaluated by the least absolute deviation measure. If the termination condition, which can be the number of population, is met, one can assume that one has an optimal predictive model, and this model is then evaluated by the calculation of the least absolute deviation on the testing set. Then, the results are saved to file for further analysis.

4.1 Dataset

The data for this study was collected using document review. There are Use Case Points data from 86 software projects and five values for each project: UUCW, UAW, TCF, ECF and actual effort. The distribution of this dataset can be seen on Figure 2. On this figure can be seen bimodal distribution with two distinct peaks. First peak about roughly 700 man-hour and the second peak in roughly 1800 man-hour.

Table 1 shows the analytical programming set-up. The number of leafs (functions built by analytical programming can be seen as trees) was set to 20, which can be recognized as a relatively high value. However, one needs to find the model that will be more accurate than the Karner’s model. There is no need to generate short and easily memorable model, but rather, model that will be more accurate.

Table 2 shows the set-up of differential evolution. The best set-up of differential evolution is the subject of further research.

---

**Table 1** shows the analytical programming set-up. The number of leafs (functions built by analytical programming can be seen as trees) was set to 20, which can be recognized as a relatively high value. However, one needs to find the model that will be more accurate than the Karner’s model. There is no need to generate short and easily memorable model, but rather, model that will be more accurate.

**Table 2** shows the set-up of differential evolution. The best set-up of differential evolution is the subject of further research.

---

**Figure 1.** Diagram of proposed experiment.
5 Results

In this section, we present the result of our study. Descriptive statistical analysis and one sample t-test was utilized to describe research results. All the calculations were performed with repeated random sub-sampling cross validation on 86 software projects.

The LAD value for the Karner’s equation on the whole dataset is 75744 man/hour. Hence the average error on one software project is 880 man/hour.

Table 3 provides the calculation of 5 point summary of least absolute deviation on training set, testing set and on the sum of training and testing set. The most interesting value is 41209 man/hour as a maximum of the sum of testing and training dataset with the comparison of Karner’s equation LAD error. Also can be noted that medians and means of the calculation are very similar. This is also true for inter quartile ranges.

5.1 Statistical test

One sample t-test was conducted to provide the evidence that the new new created models had statistically lower LAD error than Karner’s equation.

One Sample t-test
data: data$Complete
t = -184.5056, df = 99, p-value < 2.2e-16
Alternative hypothesis: true mean is less than 75744
95 percent confidence interval:
-Inf, 34681.93
Sample estimates:
mean of x 34309.05

As can be seen the p-value of the t-test has been $2.2 \times 10^{-16}$. The null hypothesis that the Karner’s equation had less true mean is not accepted. Hence, there is a statistical evidence that the new method produce more accurate models.

6 Discussion

This section begun with answering the question of whether improved analytical programming outperformed the standard UCP equation. This question is answered in the result section. If the productivity factor and the whole UCP method is set to default values, there is a possibility, that model built by analytical programming outperform the standard UCP equation.

There is question (RQ-1), which must be answered. For answering this question we need to study table 3 and statistical t-test from result section. From table 3 could be seen that, the value of maximum (statistically worst model) of the sum of testing and training dataset is 41209 man/hour. This is much lower LAD error than for the Karner’s equation. The mean and median model have had values roughly 34000 man/hour. For this models is average LAD error for one software project 395 man/hour.
Table 3. The statistical summary of synthesized models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>15297</td>
<td>9424</td>
<td>26990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Qu.</td>
<td>18675</td>
<td>12994</td>
<td>33358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>20027</td>
<td>14040</td>
<td>33849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>20008</td>
<td>14301</td>
<td>34309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Qu.</td>
<td>21331</td>
<td>15515</td>
<td>35316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>24236</td>
<td>20366</td>
<td>41209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence, there is a 50% probability that, the improved analytical programming algorithm generate a 2.5 times more accurate equation than the standard UCP equation. The interesting result is the maximum values in table 3. There is no equation, which reaches the penalization. This can be seen as a property of the usage of the improved analytical programming algorithm. The t-test in result section also provides evidence of the accuracy improvement of generated equations.

Evidences provided by these statements could be probably false, when the productivity factor will be set to the optimal value. However the optimal value for productivity factor is not known and therefore in this paper we used standard productivity factor. When the productivity factor is set to standard value the new equations outperform the Karner’s equation.

7 Conclusion

The current study discover that the prediction of effort estimation by improved analytical programming can be seen as a feasible method. However, this statement is true if and only if the UCP method is not optimized. The equations, which outperforms the Karner’s equation in average 44%, could be produced by this technique. The findings of this study have a number of important implications for future research of the usage of the improved analytical programming as an effort estimation technique. More research is required to determine the efficiency of analytical programming for this task.
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